Celebrating 25 Years of Scholarly & Creative Activity
Accounting, Finance & Law
• Thomas Tribunella

Art
• Rebecca Mushtare

Biological Sciences
• Anthony Contento
• C. Eric Hellquist
• John Laundre

Reception:
3/6/2014
4pm-6pm
Chemistry
• James Pagano

Communication Studies
• Kristen Campbell Eichhorn
• Ulises Mejias
• Jason Zenor

Computer Science
• Damian Schofield

Counseling & Psychological Service
• Eugene Perticome, Emeritus
• Barbara Streets
Celebrating 25 Years of Scholarly & Creative Activity

2013 Contributors

Reception: 3/6/2014 4pm-6pm

Curriculum & Instruction
- Marcia Burrell
- Jean Hallagan
- Faith Maina
- Harrison Yang

Earth Sciences
- Brett Rathbun
- Alfred Stamm
- Scott Steiger
- Paul Tomascak
Economics
• Valentina Kozlova

English
• Jacob Dodd
• Bennet Schaber
• Lewis Turco, Emeritus
  • Lewis Turco, Writing as Wesli Court

Experience-Based Education
• Paul Roodin

Health Promotion & Wellness
• Cheryl Wilkins-Mitchell
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History
• Mark Kulikowski

Library
• Kathryn Johns-Masten
• Emily Thompson

Marketing & Management
• Nergis Aziz
• Pamela Cox
• Barry Friedman
• Sarfraz Mian

Reception:
3/6/2014
4pm-6pm
Mathematics
• **Ampalavanar Nanthakumar**

Modern Languages and Literatures
• **Otilia Cortez**

Music
• **Robert Auler**
• **Marilynn Smiley**

Philosophy
• **Robert Card**
• **Craig DeLancey**
• **K. Brad Wray**
Physics
• Carolina Ilie

Political Science
• Miriam Jiménez

Sociology
• Evelyn Benavides
• Tim Delaney

Theatre
• Kitty Macey
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3/6/2014
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Dodd, Jacob, screenwriter. *Darkness There*. Spoos Pictures, 2009. DVD.
Earth Sciences Department

THOMAS TRIBUNELLA
Accounting, Finance & Law Department

LEWIS TURCO, EMERITUS

English Department

The Tower Journal 6.1 (2013):
http://towerjournal.com/fall_2013

"Chaucer’s Cosmology."
"Deer Crossing."
"Extracts From the Latterday Chronicle."
"A Page of Spiders."

"Past Sounds of Singing."
"Stagecraft."
"That Front Door."
"Yearsend."

"The Street." 55.


"Past Sounds of Singing." 16.
LEWIS TURCO, EMERITUS
(WRITING AS WESLI COURT)

English Department

"Wordsworthian Gnomes ." : 29.
Do you remember our first contributors to the Display to Archives collection?

Anthony Annunziata: English
Charles A. Bishop: Anthropology/Sociology
Douglas Deal: History
David D. Faux: Technology
Virginia Fichera: Foreign Languages & Literature
Geraldine Forbes: History
Alfred Daniel Frederick: Secondary Education
I. David Glick: Communication Studies/Education
Do you remember our first contributors to the Display to Archives collection?

John Kane: Economics
Joseph LeFevre: Chemistry
Mary Hong Loe: Library
Thomas B. Loe: English
Kathryn H. Martin: Biology
DeWight R. Middleton: Anthropology/Sociology
Paul J. Mormon: Dean, Arts & Sciences/History
Lewis B. O'Donnell: Communication Studies
Do you remember our first contributors to the Display to Archives collection?

Peter Hertz-Ohmes: Foreign Languages & Literature
Augustine Silveria, Jr.: Chemistry
M. Estelle Smith: Anthropology/Sociology
Larry Spizman: Economics
Mary Frances Stuck: Public Justice
Waduwawatte Sumathipala: Earth Sciences
Lewis Turco: English
Alvin M. Westcott: Elementary Education
Leigh Allison Wilson: English
Thank You

To the following sponsors of the 25th Anniversary Reception:

- President Deborah Stanley
- United University Professions
- Penfield Library
Thank You

To our Music and Art faculty for sharing their creative talents!

- Music by Oswego Jazz Project
- Café Exhibit by Oswego Art Department Faculty
Thank You

To all who worked to produce this display.

- Penfield Librarians and Staff
- Jim Russell for faculty photos
Thank You

To ALL who have contributed to Penfield Library’s collection of scholarly and creative works over these 25 years!